Surface tension of molten SUS304 and SUS316 stainless steels was measured by an oscillating droplet method using electromagnetic levitation furnace to investigate the influence of oxygen partial pressure, , of atmosphere on surface tension and its temperature coefficient. We successfully measured the surface tension of molten stainless steels over a wide temperature range including an undercooling condition under Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 and Ar-He mixed gases. Although the surface tension of molten SUS304 stainless steel decreased with increasing temperature under the Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gas, the surface tension showed a boomerang temperature dependence when was fixed at 10 -2 Pa under the Ar-He mixed gas; and surface tension increased and then decreased with increasing temperature. When the surface tension of molten SUS316 stainless steel was measured under the Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 and Ar-He mixed gases, the surface tension increased with increasing temperature regardless of the atmospheric gas due to the large sulfur content. The uncertainty of the measurement was evaluated as less than 5% in this study.
Introduction
Welding is one of the most important fabrication techniques for joining materials in major manufacturing industries. In order to improve the quality of welded products and their manufacturing, a heat/mass transport in a weld pool should be understood and optimized by numerical calculations together with experiments. In this case an accurate surface tension and its temperature coefficient are strongly required to consider the effect of the Marangoni convection 1) driven by surface tension difference. The where σ is the surface tension, T is the temperature, L is the characteristic length, μ is the viscosity, and a is the thermal diffusivity. Since a weld pool has a large ratio between surface area and its volume, the weldability is especially influenced by the Marangoni convection.
The surface tension of molten stainless steel, which is often used for various welding products, is considerably influenced by even a small amount of adsorption of surfactant such as sulfur and oxygen. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Sulfur and oxygen are usually contained in stainless steels as an impurity. Since oxygen can also exist in an atmosphere as a gas phase, the surface tension of molten stainless steel is expected to be affected by the oxygen partial pressure, , of atmospheric gas as in the case of other molten metals such as iron and nickel. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] However little attention has been given to the influence of on the surface tension of molten stainless steel.
The surface tension of molten pure metals generally shows a negative temperature coefficient as shown in Fig.  1(a) . In this case it is expected that the thermocapillary Marangoni convection flows radially from the center to the edge in a weld pool because the surface tension is the highest at the low temperature region of the pool edge and it is the lowest at the high temperature region of the pool center. 16) Whereas when the of atmospheric gas is high, oxygen adsorption induces a significant decrease in surface tension of molten metal as well as the sample which contains a large amount of surface active elements as a potential impurities. Furthermore, the temperature coefficient of surface tension increases with increasing . Consequently it turns to a positive value as long as the molten metal is not oxidized under a comparatively high . [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] In this case, the thermocapillary convection flows radially inward in a weld pool. 16) Even when the of atmospheric gas is high, the temperature coefficient is changed from a positive value to a negative value at a high temperature because the temperature elevation induces oxygen desorption through an adsorption equilibrium mechanism. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] In this case, the thermocapillary convection flows from low temperature and high temperature regions to the temperature region, Tx, at which the surface tension shows maximum value as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
The boomerang shape temperature dependence of surface tension was experimentally confirmed for molten silver iron, and nickel with respect to the of measurement atmosphere. [9] [10] [11] [12] It is also theoretically indicated for molten Fe-Ni-Cr system with respect to contents of sulfur and oxygen as a potential impurity. 7, 8) However, the boomerang shape temperature dependence of surface tension has not yet been experimentally observed for molten stainless steels because conventional techniques for surface tension measurements such as the sessile drop method can only assure the measurement at a comparatively low temperature in order to prevent a chemical reaction between the sample and the measurement device.
In the present study, the surface tension of molten 304 and 316 stainless steel, which are used for various welding products, was measured by oscillating droplet method using electromagnetic levitation (EML). The major advantage of this technique is the assurance of measurements free of contaminants from a container at high temperatures that are sufficiently above the melting point and under deeply undercooled conditions. 17) This is attributed to the sample not being in contact with the container, which is chemically reactive with the sample at high temperatures and plays a role in the nucleation center below the melting point. This technique also assures atmosphere control during the measurement of surface tension.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of on the surface tension of molten stainless steel in consideration of the effect of a potential impurity of sulfur simultaneously. One of the particular interests in the investigation was to confirm the change of sign in the temperature coefficient from a positive value to a negative value (the boomerang shape temperature dependence of surface tension) at a high temperature. Furthermore uncertainty of the measurement was evaluated based on the GUM (ISO Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement).
18)

Experimental Procedure
Two types of austenitic stainless steels, SUS304 and SUS316, were used as the sample for the surface tension measurement. The chemical compositions of the samples are shown in Table 1 . About 600-1 700 mg of the cubical stainless steel was placed on a quartz sample holder and positioned in the levitation coil. The quartz chamber mounted in the levitation coil was initially evacuated down to the order of 10 -4 Pa by a turbomolecular pump backed up by a rotary pump. The sample was electromagnetically levitated and then melted under the flow condition (2 L/min) of the mixed gas of high purity argon and helium to fix the of 10 -2 Pa. The of the gases were confirmed by a zirconia oxygen sensor operated at 1 008 K. The Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gas with a moisture content of 2.66 ppm as an impurity was also introduced into the chamber to lower the by condensing the H2O formed from the following reaction, 
H 2 , and O 2 gases, respectively. The zirconia oxygen sensor cannot measure the of the gas corresponding to the droplet temperature but it detects the of an atmospheric gas introduced into the oxygen sensor operated at 1 008 K. The of the Ar-He-5 vol.%H 2 gas was evaluated as a function of temperature using the standard Gibbs energy for formation of H 2 O, in which the ratio between and was assumed to be a constant regardless of temperature.
The oscillation behavior and the temperature of the droplet were observed from above using a high speed video camera (500 FPS) and a pyrometer. The temperature of the sample was controlled by changing the flow rate of Ar and He gases. When the flow rate of He gas is high, the sample temperature becomes lower because a thermal conductivity of the gas is higher than that of Ar gas.
The frequencies of the m=0, ±1, and ±2 surface oscillations for the l=2 mode (Rayleigh oscillation) and the center of gravity of the sample (m=0 and ±1 oscillation for the l=1 mode) were analyzed through the fast Fourier transformation and maximum entropy method from the time sequential data of the observed images in consideration of the influence two types droplet rations, i.e., real rotation and apparent rotation. 19) The surface tension of the molten stainless steels were calculated from the following Rayleigh equation, 20) . The following Cummings and Blackburn equation 21) was applied in the calculation to calibrate the influence of droplet deformation on ν R due to gravitational acceleration and electromagnetic field. ], and g is the gravitational acceleration [ms -2 ] . The density of the molten stainless steel used in this study was determined from the following equations measured by Tanno et al., 22) . (12) The details of the experimental procedure and facilities can be found in the authors' earlier work. 10) 
Results
Two types of mixed gases, Ar-He and Ar-He-5 vol.%H 2 , were introduced into the quartz chamber to investigate the effect of on the surface tension of molten stainless steels. When the surface tension was measured under the flow condition of the Ar-He mixed gas, the zirconia oxygen sensor confirmed a of about 1×10 -2 Pa at the inlet of the chamber.
Although FeO is formed in a pure iron system at the of 10 -2 Pa below about 2 200 K, from a simple thermodynamic calculation using the Gibbs energy of FeO formation, no appreciable FeO was detected in the molten stainless steels. If FeO is formed during heating the sample, it can be detected in both the droplet image and the temperature profile because it has a higher emissivity. Since a certain evaporation of the sample was observed during the surface tension measurement, the metal vapor may work as an oxygen getter in the vicinity of the melt surface as in the case for molten silicon.
15) The amount of sample evaporation was less than 5×10 -5 kg during the experiment. When Ar-He-5 vol.%H 2 mixed gas was introduced into the chamber to lower the of the atmospheric gas during the surface tension measurement, the of the gas varies depending of the sample temperature as previously mentioned. The zirconia oxygen sensor cannot measure the of the gas corresponding to the droplet temperature but it detects the of an atmospheric gas introduced into the oxygen sensor operated at 1 008 K. The temperature depen- :
dence of of the Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 gas was evaluated using the standard Gibbs energy for formation of H2O. In the evaluation, the ratio between and was calculated from the of 2.0×10 -22 Pa of the inlet gas measured by the oxygen sensor, which was assumed to be constant regardless of temperature. The evaluation results of the temperature dependence of for the Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 gas is shown by the solid line of Fig. 2 . This temperature dependence of agreed well with that calculated from the nominal values of the H2 (5.04 vol.%) and H2O (2.66×10 -4 vol.%) content in the Ar-He-H2 mixed gas shown by the dotted line. Figure 3 shows the surface tension of molten SUS304 stainless steel under a flow condition of Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 gas (□) and Ar-He gas (▲), in which our reported data 23) is updated in consideration of the apparent droplet rotation in the frequency analysis of surface oscillation of the droplet. The melting point of the sample was determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). For comparison, the literature values of the surface tension of similar composition alloys are also exhibited. [3] [4] [5] [6] Uncertainties of the measurement plot were calculated based on the GUM, 18) in which the coverage factor of kp=2 was selected. The detail of the calculation for the uncertainties will be described in the next section.
Surface Tension of Molten SUS 304 Stainless Steel
We successfully measured the surface tension of molten SUS304 stainless steel up to about 2 100 K under the flow condition of Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 gas, at which the is less than 2.0×10 -9 Pa as shown by dotted line of Fig. 3 . Since the surface tension was also measured at the undercooling condition of 100 K, wide temperature range measurement about 600 K is achieved in this study.
The surface tension of molten SUS304 stainless steel decreases with increasing temperature under the flow condition of Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 gas, which is described by the following linear approximate equation. When type 304 stainless steel contains sulfur of about 10 mass ppm, the negative temperature coefficient of about -0.25 to -0.40 is reported. 6) As shown in Table 1 , the sulfur content of the SUS304 stainless steel used in this study is less than 10 ppm after the surface tension measurement. The temperature coefficient of -0.3291 in Eq. (13) agrees with it.
It has been reported that the temperature dependence of the surface tension of molten iron and nickel measured under H2-containing gas shows a peculiar kink due to competition between the temperature dependence of and that of the equilibrium constant of the oxygen adsorption reaction. 10, 12) However, no appreciable kink is identified in the temperature dependence of the surface tension of molten SUS304 stainless steel.
When the of the measurement atmosphere is fixed at 1.0×10 -2 Pa regardless of sample temperature under the flow condition of Ar-He mixed gas, the surface tension was measured up to about 2 320 K. We succeeded in the experimental observation of a boomerang shape temperature dependence of surface tension for molten SUS304 stainless steel involving for the first time. Although the surface tension dramatically decreases due to oxygen adsorption at around 1 620 K, it increases as the sample temperature increases up to around 2 080 K because oxygen is desorbed from the melt surface with rising temperature due to the decrease of oxygen adsorption equilibrium constant. In the temperature range of 1 620 K to 2 080 K, the temperature dependence of the surface tension of molten SUS304 stainless steel measured under the Ar-He mixed gas is expressed by a primary approximation of the plots as follows, The surface tension measured under Ar-He mixed gas above 2 080 K becomes nearly equal to that measured under Ar He
the flow condition of the Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gas. The change of sign in the temperature coefficient of surface tension from a positive value to a negative value at a high temperature indicates that becomes less effective on surface tension. It is reasonable to suppose that Eq. (13) corresponds to the surface tension for molten SUS304 stainless steel free from oxygen adsorption. Because a high temperature measurement is achieved by an oscillating droplet method using EML, the boomerang shape temperature dependence of the surface tension is confirmed in this study. Figure 4 shows the surface tension of molten SUS316 stainless steel under a flow condition of Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 gas (□) and Ar-He gas (▲) together with the literature data 5, 6) for similar composition alloys. The surface tension of molten SUS316 stainless steel was measured over the wide temperature ranges of 510 K and 360 K including the undercooling region under the flow condition of Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 and Ar-He gases, respectively. The undercooling level of the molten sample is about 60 K regardless of the measurement atmosphere. Almost the same temperature dependence of surface tension is observed for the molten SUS316 stainless steel under the flow condition of the ArHe and Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gases, that is, the surface tension increases with rising temperature. The temperature dependence of the surface tension measured under the ArHe and Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gases is determined by a primary approximation of the plots as follows, This result implies that does not influence the surface tension of the molten SUS316 stainless steel used in this study.
Surface Tension of Molten SUS 316 Stainless Steel
It is well known that sulfur is a very strong surfactant for molten metals as well as oxygen. According to Brooks and Quested, 6) the sign of the temperature coefficient of surface tension for austenitic stainless steel is changed from a negative value to a positive value when the sulfur content exceeds 45 ppm in the sample. Furthermore, the temperature coefficient of 0.08-0.20 is suggested for the surface tension of molten type 316 stainless steel, which contains sulfur of 50-60 ppm in their study. Although sulfur content of the SUS316 stainless steel used in this study is decreased after the surface tension measurement, which may be due to the sample evaporation, it is still 70-80 mass ppm as shown in Table 1 . The temperature coefficient of surface tension for the molten SUS316 stainless steel used in this study is 0.1924 as described in Eq. (14) . Our measurement result for the surface tension of molten SUS316 stainless steel agrees with the results reported by Brooks and Quested. 6) Thus, a large sulfur content must be responsible for a positive temperature coefficient of surface tension of molten SUS316 stainless steel. Furthermore, sulfur would have more of an effect on the surface tension of molten SUS316 stainless steel as surfactant than oxygen.
Discussion
As mentioned above, we measured the surface tension of molten SUS304 and SUS316 stainless steels over a wide temperature range including an undercooling condition under Ar-He and Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gases. The uncertainty of measurement is evaluated based on the GUM 18) in this section. When m=-2, -1, 0, +1, and +2 surface oscillations for the l=2 mode are identified in the levitated droplet, the Rayleigh equation (Eq. The largest value was selected from the uncertainty for each plot evaluated from the above equations as a representative value in this study. The corresponding uncertainty budget is shown in Table 2 . The standard uncertainty of the sample mass, u(M), was evaluated from the resolution of our electronic balance, M res, of ±1.5×10 -6 kg and change of the sample mass, ΔM, induced from its evaporation during the measurement. The amount of sample evaporation was 5.0×10 -5 kg during the measurement at a maximum. The standard uncertainty of the density was provided from Tanno et al. 22) The standard uncertainties of the translation frequencies and the surface oscillation frequencies resulted from the resolution of FFT analysis. Table 2 reveals that sample mass is a major source of uncertainty in the surface tension measurement by EML used in this study. The expanded uncertainty of our measurement is ±38.0×10 -3 Nm -1 when the coverage factor of kp=2 corresponding to a 95.45% confidence interval was selected.
The temperature dependence of the surface tensions of molten SUS304 and SUS316 stainless steels were expressed by a primary approximation of the plots in the previous section (Eqs. (13)- (15) From the above results, the uncertainty of our measurement is less than ±5% in both the measurement plots and their regression lines.
Summary
The surface tension of molten SUS304 and 316 stainless steels was measured over a wide temperature range including an undercooling condition under flow conditions of ArHe and Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gases by an oscillating droplet method using EML. The surface tension of the molten SUS304 stainless steel decreases with increasing temperature under the flow condition of a Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gas, which was described by a primary approximation of the plots as follows.
When the of the measurement atmosphere is fixed at 10 -2 Pa under the Ar-He mixed gas, the boomerang shape behavior of surface tension was experimentally confirmed; the surface tension increased until about 2 080 K and then decreased with rising temperature as in the case of that measured under the Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gas.
The surface tension of the molten SUS304 stainless steel measured under the Ar-He mixed gas was described by the following equation in the temperature range of 1 620 K to 2 080 K.
The surface tension of molten SUS3016 stainless steel increased with increasing temperature under the Ar-He-5 vol.%H2 mixed gas as is the case for the surface tension measured under the Ar-He mixed gas due to a large sulfur content in the sample. The surface tension of molten SUS316 was described as follows,
The uncertainties of the measurement plots and the temperature dependence of the surface tension, deduced by a primary approximation of the plots, were evaluated based on the GUM. As a result, sample mass was a major source of uncertainty in the surface tension measurement by EML. The uncertainties of the measurement plot and its regression lines were less than ±5% in this study. 
